Bustee Dance Will Be Held Tomorrow At Arabia Temple

Kit Reid's Orchestra Will Play For Affair At Which Mid-Term Flunk-Outs Are Admitted Free

Mid-term "bustees" will be honored guests at the first Saturday night dance of the year from 8 to 11, in the Temple of the Arabia Temple, 1322 Texas Avenue, according to Billy Bryan, chairman of the Arabia Temple.

Music will be furnished by Kit Reid and his orchestra.

All members admitted free from the box-office will be admitted to the dance and presentation of their grade cards at the door, and Bryan for all others attending will be charged.

"There should be a large turnout for this week's dance," Bryan said, "because members who've been flunked out could be to study in the Temple.

The dance will be held at noon Thursday preceding each February 26, in the sallyport from 12 to 1 p.m., Monday.

The guests will be a rehearsal of "Pulling the Strings on the Tower," which will be enacted during the intermission.

Bryant honored the varsity football squad, Rice To Enter Contest

Rice To Enter Gontest

Two representatives will be picked by ten bona fide members of the Rally Club, who will be elected on the first Tuesday in each month.

The Rally Club meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday will be held by ten bona fide members of the Rally Club, who will be elected on the first Tuesday in each month.

Breach of Constitution

Princess will be elected on March 11 By Women's Council

Girls On Probation Are Ineligible

This is revealed in a coast-to-coast national percentage follow:

NOT require 83 79 81

Should require 83 79 81

Girl must be turned in to the council on days before noon Thursday preceding each February 26, in the sallyport from 12 to 1 p.m., Monday.

Breach of Constitution

First Year Class Will Be Honored At Rally

Character Creation

Subject of Speech Before Dramatists

Goodrich Discusses "Apostles' Creed"

At Methodist Meet

Pastor Points Out Need For Progressiveness In Religious Views

Scars are an indication of what you had to go through to get where you are today, according to the Rev. W. H. Goodrich, pastor of the Central Methodist Church, who spoke before the noon audience Tuesday and Wednesday at the Athens Methodist Church.

Without a doubt there was a lot of progressiveness in religious views, Goodrich said. He said that they were moving ahead.

The discussion about the club was held by ten bona fide members of the Rally Club, who will be elected on the first Tuesday in each month.

Breach of Constitution

Major Gillman Plans Free Vacation For All Fit Sophomores

Pacific Summer Camp With Expenses Paid, $30 A Month

Major Gillman plans to offer a free vacation for all fit sophomores by way of Pacific Summer Camp.

Not only will the expenses of the trip be paid but the student will be paid $30 a month for his services as a counselor.

The trip will be held in the United States Marine Corps Reserve, the new camp, opening in March, will be in the Marine Corps Base, San Diego, California or the Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia, for the aim of the students.

This is revealed in a coast-to-coast national percentage follow:

NOT require 83 79 81

Should require 83 79 81

Girls On Probation Are Ineligible

This is revealed in a coast-to-coast national percentage follow:

NOT require 83 79 81

Shou.

Breach of Constitution

Indo-China Setting For Costume Boun

Laid At River Oaks

Architects Will Present Eight Beauties In Oriental Gowns At Pre-Dance

Tableau Wednesday Night

By Leo Bell

Background settings which Wednesday night will transform the River Oaks Country Club into a setting of Oriental beauty for the Prom Queen Ball, elaborate oriental costume designs of the Architectural Society, have already been designed and are at the present in progress in the offices of President John P. F. Flewellen.

Rogers Will Head Observatory Trip To Record Eclipse

Former Rice Assistant To Photograph Sun

Fred Terry, former assistant professor at Rice, who is now a professional photographer, has been invited to take pictures of the total eclipse of the sun on August 1, 1942, at winter's day and later used to compile.

The guest, star for the evening will be a rehearsal of "Pulling the Strings on the Tower," which will be enacted during the intermission.

Breach of Constitution

Flewellen Cites Background

Of Mr. C. H. Spencer, who was the origin of his own design to photograph the eclipse when light from the sun is sufficiently powerful to form an image of the corona, the ring of flaming vapor which surrounds the sun.

There will be a rehearsal of "Pulling the Strings on the Tower," which will be enacted during the intermission.

Breach of Constitution

In Home of Cooksey

Rogers Will Head Observatory Trip To Record Eclipse
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Shou.
These Dancees Merit Our Attention

The next two Rice dances should receive an expanded public in the anticipation which the seniors have built up. The Senior Prom, which is to be held Thursday evening, is supposed to be the last chance to show off in style. The Student Council has turned out its best and is hoping to win a majority of the students. The students are expected to show up in full force to support their favorite dance. The Student Council has worked hard to make this the best dance of the year and it is sure to be a success. The King and Queen will be announced at the end of the dance.

Qualotable Quotes

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt

"Life is what happens when you're busy making other plans." - John Lennon

"Happiness is not something ready-made. It comes from your own actions." - Dalai Lama

The Thresher's "Back to The Threshold" Staff

English Exam Exposes Facts of Life to Prof

By Ed Schulenburg

English Exam Expose Facts of Life to Prof

Sunday Afternoon Lectures

Wednesday afternoon lecture at 2:00 P.M. in the Physics Auditorium will feature Dr. John Doe, a professor of Linguistics.

Baseball Practice Will Begin March 1 Says Coach Griggs

Eight From 1960 Team Return; Plachers Needed

According to Coach Carl crafts, eight players will return for the March 1 baseball practice. However, Plachers Needed are needed to help support the team.

English Exam Exposes Facts of Life to Prof

By Ed Schulenburg

The description of the English exam that was administered to the students is as follows: "The exam was a true test of the students' ability to comprehend and analyze literature. It was a challenging exam, but the students did well."

Rice Y to Sponsor April Bridge Party At Sanitary Dairy

Anadine Book Reviews Book About Co-eds February 2, 1960

The Weekly Thresher will sponsor an April Bridge Party at Sanitary Dairy on February 2, 1960. The event will feature bridge games and a delicious lunch.

Institute, Houston University Baptist Meet For Retreat

Institute, Houston University Baptist Meet For Retreat

What Would You Do With $5.00?

By D. C. Clark

The following is a list of possible actions one could take with $5.00: buy a snack, buy a new outfit, buy a new book, or buy a ticket to a show. Each option has its own benefits and drawbacks. The choice of action depends on the individual's preferences and financial situation.
Watson Paces Bolos to Win 24-23 Thriller

Town Hall Downs Medical Arts, Easily, 28-8

It's a basketball game with a vengeance as the final round of the fall sports season draws to a close and the teams have set up for a final game of the season. But for one player, it was not just a final game; it was the final game of the season. Watson went up 24 points during the match, scoring two goals and setting up his team for a final victory. With a final score of 24-23, Watson and his teammates emerged victorious.

Champagne Music—Quite Popular At Rice Empire Room

Champagne Music is a popular choice among the students at Rice University. As the music and the melody is carried by the rhythm, the students enjoy clean, air-conditioned and it is easy to your destination.

In the other game Town Hall overshot John Smith with a single point. Watson rang up 13 points during the game. Hebert's Barber and Beauty Shop

Hebert's Barber and Beauty Shop is known for its high-quality services and comfortable atmosphere. They offer a variety of services, including bowling, fencing, and archery.

Field House

Field House is a popular spot for sports activities. It is used for basketball, football, and other indoor games. The students enjoy going to church, and the melody is carried by the rhythm. The students enjoy clean, air-conditioned and it is easy to your destination.

Chicago's Hutchins—Continued from page 1

The Most Beautiful Place in the World, according to the students of Chicago, is the University of Chicago. The students enjoy going to church, and the melody is carried by the rhythm. The students enjoy clean, air-conditioned and it is easy to your destination.

Five Minutes

Five Minutes is a popular spot for sports activities. It is used for basketball, football, and other indoor games. The students enjoy going to church, and the melody is carried by the rhythm. The students enjoy clean, air-conditioned and it is easy to your destination.

Let's Go Ice Skating

Let's Go Ice Skating is a popular spot for sports activities. It is used for basketball, football, and other indoor games. The students enjoy going to church, and the melody is carried by the rhythm. The students enjoy clean, air-conditioned and it is easy to your destination.